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助的 MIMO系统 [7]。在该系统中，第k（k=1，2，…，L）个 RS
的信号传播几何模型如图 1所示。
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Abstract：In order to obtain the best system capacity of the MIMO relay system in low rank line⁃of⁃sight（LOS）environ⁃
ment，it is essential to choose the position of the relay stations（RS）. The angular domain genetic algorithm，which narrows the
scope of the particle swarm search，can accurately find the optimal location of RS，improve the speed of convergence of the algo⁃
rithm，reduce the possibility of pseudo extreme value generation and improve the system capacity. Simulation results show that
the angular domain genetic algorithm is applied to the selection of appropriate location of the relay stations and the dramatical
improvement of system capacity.
























































































Ωl = l L t （3）
式中：l = 0,1,⋯,n t - 1，n t为发送端天线数目；1 L t为其宽
度；同样接收天线阵列形成相应接收波束，各个波束的
主中心角余弦为：
Ωl = l Lr （4）








图 3 RS 有效布置范围
3 仿真分析
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